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US Federal Courts as “Natural Laboratory”
Do schools of thought matter for policymaking?
We have recently seen the importance of US federal courts ruling against DT.
These courts involve expert decision-making with far-reaching implications.

Judges exercise power and discretion in policymaking. (e.g. Epstein et al. 2013)
Interpret, apply, create law and legal precedent under uncertainty.
Subjective decision-making creates a role for schools of thinking.
System of ideas and normative commitments forming basis for policy.
Principles of thinking that agents use to organize values. (Falk et al. 2016)
e.g. Originalism, Critical Legal Theory, or Law and Economics (today’s talk).
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Federal Cases
Abortion example:
5th Circuit invalidated a Mississippi statute requiring its doctors to obtain
admitting privileges at local hospitals but allowed an identical Texas statute,
resulting in one-third of Texas abortion clinics shutting down
Reasoned on potential consequences on abortion access for women.

A new Texas statute requires abortion clinics to meet the building standards
of ambulatory surgery centers; this statute was allowed by the 5th Circuit.
This statute would reduce the number of centers in TX to fewer than 10.

Labor example:
Shift from reasonable person standard to reasonable woman standard for
what constitutes sexual harassment.
Waiving need to prove emotional harm in court by plaintiff (to a jury).

Circuit Courts only decide “issues of new law”
Consequentialist (utilitarian) v. deontological (duties and rights) modes of reasoning

Consequentialist: Cost-benefit analyses

(Posner 1998)

Legitimacy: Democratic will of the people

(Breyer 2006)
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Incremental common-law space; new rules, distinctions

(Gennaioli et al. 2007)

Random assignment to cases & panels of 3 (in Circuit courts, no juries)
Appointed for life (179 Circuit judges in 12 C; 678 District judges in 94 D)
327K cases/yr in D ⇒ 67K cases/yr in C ⇒ 100 cases/yr in Supreme Ct

Influential and controversial economics training program for judges
“Big Corporations Bankroll Seminars For US Judges” (Washington Post, 1/20/1980)
By 1990, 40% of federal judges had attended economics training (Butler 1999)
Despite “swamped with criminal cases .. not seeing relevance of economics”
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Sentencing has undergone several moral revolutions

(retribution, rehabilitation,

Deterrence: severity substitutes for low detection probability (Becker 1968)
One justification for massive build-up of prisons in 1980s and 1990s.
Mass incarceration as “new Jim Crow” (Davis 1998, Gilmore 2007)
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What We Do
Seek to create textual measure of ways of moral reasoning.
All 380K cases, 1,150K judge votes, 94 topics, from 1891- in Circuit Courts
2B N-grams of length 8, 5M citation edges across cases
268 judges (250 biographical features); 5% sample, 400 hand-coded features
6K cases hand-coded for meaning in 25 legal areas
1M criminal sentencing decisions, from 1992- in District Courts
1300 judicial biographies (and digitize 250K opinions from 1923-)

1. We exploit random assignment to cases.
Compare economics vs. Republican to benchmark magnitudes

2. We exploit attendance in an influential economics training program.
Placebo: opinions before attendance (w/ judge FE, cohort-jackknife IV, event study)

3. We exploit a policy change giving judges more discretion.
Placebo: decisions under mandatory sentencing guidelines

4. We exploit random panel composition to examine peer influence.
e.g., as non-authoring peer, does the trained judge impact verdicts?

5. We exploit exogenous seating network to identify learning effects.
e.g., was there a trained judge on your previous panel?
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7. We exploit exogenous homophily to identify active or passive persuasion.
e.g., does transmission occur more in like-minded groups?

8. We exploit word embeddings to identify implicit attitudes.
e.g., does economics crowd out equity considerations consciously or unconsciously?
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What We Find
Judges who use economics language (in cases other than the current)
vote for and author conservative verdicts, especially for economics cases
are more opposed to government regulation and criminal appeals

Judges trained in economics use economics language (e.g., “efficient”)
render conservative verdicts (especially for economics jurisprudence)
reject government regulation
reject criminal appeals
render harsher criminal sentences
Only after attendance in training program
20% gap after Booker made previously mandatory guidelines “advisory”

Judges trained in economics impact panelists
influence criminal appeals verdicts when not the author
increase use of “deterrence” in panelists’ subsequent opinion
Not their prior opinion
Only along seating network (not just any subsequent criminal appeals)
Only after attendance in training program
“Deterrence” and “capital” have memetic tendencies (crossing topic boundaries)
Transmission from regulatory to criminal cases, but not vice versa
Stronger transmission in like-minded groups
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Judges trained in economics
increase dissents (proxy for legal innovation)
increase citation impact
Only after attendance in training program

render racial and gender disparities in sentencing
More so than Republican or ingroup judges

do not display implicit race or gender bias in their opinions
Unlike Republican and ingroup judges

Exposure to ideological sameness
increase dissents and attendance (proxy for legal innovation)
Being in ideological minority increases ingroup conformity
Being in majority increases ingroup conformity and radicalization
Exposure to sameness increases other-ing and egotism
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Motivation and Literature
Effects of ideology on outcomes
Random teacher’s ideology ⇒ social preferences
Curricula ⇒ free market attitudes

(Fisman et al. 2009)

(Cantoni et al. JPE 2014)

Redistributive preferences (Alesina et al. AER 2007)
Influence of different rhetorics of reaction (Hirschman 1991)

Narrative economics and “Text-as-data”

Validation

Economic NLP, LASSO on Congressional Speech

(Gentzkow et al. 2015)

Classify economics text as conservative or liberal (Jelveh et al. 2016)
Words of tax statutes impact tax revenues as much as tax rates (Ash 2015)

Constitution restrains policymaking

(Seabright 1996; Besley et al. 1997)

Federal judges are still powerful policymakers with significant discretion.
Different legal philosophies, instead of outcomes-based bias? (e.g. Posner 1973)
e.g. first principles adherence to a strict Constitutional interpretation
Quantifying (causal) role for legal philosophy

Economic reasoning and criminal justice

(Foucault 1978; Harcourt 2014)

Economic approach implies deterrence value of long sentences.

(Becker 1968)
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Public Perception

Large Corporate Donors

105 corporate contributors are almost always before a federal judge somewhere, often in antitrust, regulatory, or
affirmative-action cases. Probably all federal judges face some possibility (Washington Post, 1/20/1980)

Photo Evidence

(from annual reports)

Photo Evidence

(from annual reports)

Manne Program in Law and Economics

(now also funded by Koch Brothers)

Founded in 1976 – 2-3 week economics course for federal judges:
Lectures by Friedman, Samuelson, Alchian, Demsetz, Feldstein, Ashenfelter, ..
Coase Theorem, demand/supply theory, expected value/utility, bargaining,
externalities, torts, contracts, monopoly theory, statistics, basic regression
Law & Economics (Cooter & Ulen), Exchange & Production (Alchian & Allen)

By 1990, forty percent of sitting federal judges had attended.
We obtained a list of all attendees.

(Butler 1999)

“.. [academic attention to the role of economics in law] could actually be
the most lasting contribution of the judges’ program to the development of
law and economics.”
“As I always told the judges in my session-closing remarks, ‘If you are
doing your job right, there really should not be many different results in your
cases. But you will have a better understanding of the law because of the
insights economics offers, and that will help you be better judges.” ’
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Judge Reactions to Manne Program

(Butler 1999)

“the instruction was far more intense than the Florida sun. .. my enduring
appreciation.” (Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, SCOTUS)
“I don’t believe I have ever attended a seminar that involved such intensive
study and discussion. My wife, who accompanied me, commented, ‘I don’t see any
more of you here than I do at home.’ .. one of my fellow judges .. said, ‘I can’t
believe how much I have learned, but I’m glad I didn’t have to take this course in
college.” ’ (Judge Curran, U.S.D.C. Eastern Wisconsin)
“a principled basis for deciding close cases.”

(Judge Michel, Federal Circuit)

“a sound theoretical and rational structure for my decisions.. the potential
effects and foreseeable impact of imposing a duty” (Judge Jolly, Fifth Circuit)
“I regard myself as a social progressive and all the economists in attendance,
from my perspective, had Neanderthal views on race and social policy. The basic
lesson I learned .. is that social good comes at a price, a social and economic cost. I
had never thought that through before being exposed to Henry’s teachings. .. has
led me to measure the cost of the social good being furthered against the gain to be
achieved.” (Judge Carter, S.D.N.Y.)
“there is a wide area of decision entrusted to us where the result can go either
way, depending on how we view the evidence. That area is called ’judicial
discretion.’ This is the area that is most affected by these seminars .. as a result of
what I have learned at these seminars, I have become a much better judge” (Judge
Alaimo, U.S.D.C. Southern Georgia)

“Henry and his LEC colleagues were of a conservative persuasion. .. the class
wanted to express our gratitude on the final day. The person who rose to speak was
Judge Hall from West Virginia .. Without doubt he was a Democrat going back to
New Deal days. He was fervent in his appreciation” (Judge Griesa, S.D.N.Y.)

Bartik Instrument

(from annual reports)

After the first institute, ∼100 applied per seminar, some 7 months in advance; First-come first-served, quota of ∼25

May be analogous to Mostly Harmless Econometrics reception by policy evaluators.

Instructors’ Views

(from annual reports)

Other Instructors

(from annual reports)

Borjas was a repeat-instructor; Jennifer Morse founded

Was empirical training very rigorous?

Ruth Institute designated as anti-LGBT hate group
Butler 10/2017 comments: “Alchian went into excruciating detail on marginal analysis, consumer choice and demand,
production costs and supply, market equilibrium; Demsetz on team production, theory of the firm, I.O. Structure
Conduct Performance paradigm, Manne on corporate governance and market for corporate control; Samuelson on
whatever the heck he wanted to, usually personal investment strategies; Friedman always started on legalization of
recreational drugs; Ashenfelter used climate to predict quality and prices of wine, followed by wine tasting”; Nobelists
Friedman and Samuelson invited for symbolic neutrality of the course (Washington Post, 1/20/1980)
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Efficiency Concerns Crowding Out Equity Concerns
Criminal sentencing
disparate impacts (’efficient’)
crowd out constitutional theories of minority protection
females for raising families

Immigration
a conservative stance
evaluate in terms of crime
or national security

(Miles and Cox 2014; Treyger, Chalfin, Loeffler 2014)

(Trebilcock 2005)

1970s Law & Economics ≈ Economics 101 (not 102, 103, ...)
Simplest price theory arguments may render conservative conclusions
So what about Law & Economics in 1990s & 2000s?
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Methodology – Highlights

1

Measuring Law-and-Economics Thinking
Economics style is cosine distance to economics articles

2

Empirical Approach
Estimate causal effect of assigning economics judges

3

Explain Great Transformation of American Law
Increasing conservatism in federal judiciary
Program evaluate economics training via long-diff, Bartik shifters, event studies, and placebos
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Impact of Economics Judges – Highlights
1

Summary Correlations
Economics Training correlated with Economics Style
Both are independently correlated (but not synonymous) with Republican Party

Economics Trained Judges vote against regulation and reject criminal appeals
Economics is more predictive than Republican Party

Heterogeneity by regulatory agency
Economics trained judges vote for immigration enforcement
2

Economics Judges’ Impact on Economics Cases
30-70 distribution of economics and non-economics cases
Economics judges render conservative votes in economics cases

Economics judges render conservative votes in economics cases after training
Long difference
Event study
Heterogeneity
Efficiency

Long Run
Short Run
Shifts in opposite directions by regulatory agency
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Impacts of Peer Training – Highlights

Identification of Peer Effects

Lasting impact across all cases for Deterrence

Impacts stronger within topic for Ellickson index

Unidirectional transmission from regulation to crime cases
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Impacts on Criminal Cases – Highlights

Setting
Federal Criminal Justice Setting

Circuit Courts
Economics judges impact criminal appeals after training
Economic trained judges impact criminal appeals verdicts and reasoning

District Courts
Economics trained judges issue longer sentences throughout the distribution
Training immediately increases sentence lengths in event study
Discretion immediately increases sentencing gaps from economics training in event study
Sentencing gap increase from economics training is heterogenous by crime category
Randomization check of district judges
Economics trained judges exacerbate racial and gender disparities
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Recap

Economics judges
vote for and author conservative verdicts, especially for economics cases
more opposed to government regulation and criminal appeals
Against environmental and labor, but for immigration enforcement

impact their panelists and peers on subsequent cases
Increase use of “deterrence” in panelists’ subsequent opinion
Transmission from regulatory to criminal cases

render harsher criminal sentences
Especially for immigration crimes (but not drug crimes)
Also predictive of Pre-Booker disparities along race and gender

Despite significant negative impacts of incarceration on families, communities, and
limited deterrence effects. (e.g. Mueller-Smith 2014; Chalfin et al. 2014; Morsy et al. 2016)

Recap
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Transmission from regulatory to criminal cases

render harsher criminal sentences
Especially for immigration crimes (but not drug crimes)
Also predictive of Pre-Booker disparities along race and gender

Despite significant negative impacts of incarceration on families, communities, and
limited deterrence effects. (e.g. Mueller-Smith 2014; Chalfin et al. 2014; Morsy et al. 2016)

General Equilibrium Effects – Highlights

We see treatment effects, what about “general equilibrium” effects?
panel verdicts
peers
precedent
Economics judges increase citations and dissents after training

premeditation
Economics trained judges’ writing do not display implicit bias
Economics trained judges unaffected by defendant birthdays

paradigm shift
Transmission seems generalized, somewhat greater when panel is unified
Identifying memes across citation network
Exposure to sameness increase dissents and attendance
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Summary
(1) Economics language in academic articles being adopted in judicial opinions
(2) Economics-trained judges changing their decisions and impacting their peers
(3) Economics language travelling from judge to judge and across legal topics
Economics likely changed how they perceived the consequences of their decisions
In economics cases, economics training changed by 10% the direction of their votes
If you teach judges markets work, they deregulate government
If you teach judges deterrence works, they become harsher to criminal defendants

In District Courts, when judges had sentencing discretion, economics trained judges
immediately rendered 20% longer sentences than non-economics judges
Economics training accounts for substantial portion of conservative shift since 1976

Next steps
FOIA exact day of application & cancellations
General equilibrium

(RDD “first-come, first-served” around quota)

(measure impacts along citation edge, centrality & network analysis)

Information acquisition

(how education affects search, predictability)

High-dimensional data

(word2vec, document and judge embeddings)
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Courts as Natural Incubator of Social Preferences

Cultural roots of social preferences

(courts as “natural incubator”)

Reference points, empathy, emotional theory of mind

(punishment)

Identity, egotism, dissimilation, curvature of moral costs

(duties)

Memes, implicit bias from judicial corpora, grammar of law
after NFL football wins

not matching first initials

1

Leniency on Defendant Birthdays

(4 terabytes data)
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15

Legitimacy and Perceived Indifference
Justice: equal treatment before the law (y = f (X ) + ε, a → X )
equality based on recognition of difference
(y ⊥ W , var (ε) ⊥ W , a 9 W )

Sympathy and Empathy

(Recognition-Respect theory)

“settings where people are closer to indifference among options are more likely to lead to
detectable effects [of behavioral biases] outside of it.”

(Simonsohn 2011)

Originalism

The word "originalism" was coined by Paul Brest in 1980.
Here is the famous passage: "By “originalism” I mean the familiar approach to
constitutional adjudication that accords binding authority to the text of the
Constitution or the intentions of its adopters."

2

4

mean_distyear
6
8

10

12

Measuring Originalism

1900

1950
year

2000

Measuring Originalism
“We are all Originalists now”
Figure: Trend in Citing Bill of Rights Amendments

Most Originalist Circuit Court Judges
Rank

Judge

1

DUNCAN, ALLYSON

Originalism Score

2

RAWLINSON, JOHN

6.08

3

SYKES, DIANE S.

5.29

6.76

4

SCALIA, ANTONIN

5.13

5

PARKER, BARRINGTON

4.76

6

MARCUS, STANLEY

4.33

7

LINN, RICHARD

3.88

8

LEMMON, DAL

3.78

9

GRABER, SUSAN

3.43

10

HARDIMAN, THOMAS

3.36

11

WESLEY, RICHARD

3.19

12

SACK, ROBERT DAVID

3.17

13

CLEVENGER, RAYMOND

3.13

14

MCKEAGUE, DAVID

2.77
2.67

15

GARLAND, MERRICK

16

KETHLEDGE, RAYMOND

2.30

17

GORSUCH, NEIL M.

2.28

18

CLAY, ERIC L.

2.24

...
SOTOMAYOR, SONIA

0.26

POSNER, RICHARD A.

-0.4

Consequentialist Reinterpretation of Duty
Efficient Breach Theory in Contracts
Duty posits a general obligation to keep promises vs.
a party should be allowed to breach a contract and pay damages, if doing so would
be more economically efficient than performing under the contract.
Posner in Lake River Corp. v. Carborundum Co., 769 F.2d 1284 (7th Cir. 1985)

Least Cost Avoider in Torts
Duty of care is breached when PL > B
P is the probability of loss (L) * L is the gravity of loss
B is the cost (burden) of taking precautions

Expected Deterrence in Criminal Law
Pr(detection) * sanction = E[sanction]
Costs of detection  cost of sanction
Approach as social planner
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Law-and-Economics Movement
Pragmatism (“An Exit Interview With Richard Posner”, New York Times, 9/11/2017)
1

2
3

“’I pay very little attention to legal rules, statutes, constitutional provisions ... The
first thing you do is ask yourself — forget about the law — what is a sensible
resolution of this dispute?’ ”
“See if a recent Supreme Court precedent or some other legal obstacle stood in the
way of ruling in favor of that sensible resolution.”
“’When you have a Supreme Court case or something similar, they’re often extremely
Introduction
easy to get around.’ ”

Influential in criminal law, antitrust, labor regulation, and more
Becker’s analysis of crime & punishment

(Posner 2004; Harcourt 2011)

“Rational criminals” went against prevailing wisdom re mental illness
retribution, rehabilitation, deterrence, legitimacy, fairness

Antitrust laws
Economic analysis has attained near complete consensus. (Judge Ginsburg)
Should promote economic efficiency and consumer welfare, rather than
shield individuals from competitive market forces or redistribute income.
Law-and-economics judges’ decisions are appealed less. (Baye et al. 2011)

Against New Deal labor law and union protections (Posner 1984, Epstein 1983)
Against EPA regulation ≈ govt expropriation (Epstein 1993, Blumm 1995)

Conservativism: Law-and-economics focuses on efficiency. Its key criticism of
regulatory policies is that they have perverse, unintended economic consequences.
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Validating the N-grams
Liberal vs. Conservative decisions can be predicted by text ∼ facts or reasonings salient to judge

(Note: Buckley held that limits on election spending are unconstitutional)

Manne Program

MeasureOfFit

Validating the N-grams

Predict hand-coded cases
Delete N-grams which appear in no more than a threshold based on
the number of observations in each individual legal field
Logistic AUC
better for imbalanced data - plots true positive over false positive rate

Validating the N-grams

Validating the N-grams

Validating the N-grams

capital punishment: involuntary, mental health v. attack

Validating the N-grams

Validating the N-grams
obscenity: constitutionally protected v. core pornographic

TextAsData

Law-and-Economics Language
All available JSTOR articles with JEL K (Law and Economics)

(1991-2008)

Highest and lowest frequencies for two-grams in ≥ 1000 cases:

Most similar to Law-Econ Corpus

Least similar to Law-Econ Corpus

Law-Econ: deterrent effect, cost-benefit, public goods, bargaining power, litigation costs
violent crime, criminal behavior, capital punishment, illegal immigration
Non-LE: find reason, find fact, fail establish, substantive / sufficient / argue evidence
evidence and other constitutional theories of interpretation seem less salient

Scoring Judges By Economics Style

Eg : relative frequencies for phrase g in JEL K
Fi = {Fi1 , Fi2 , ..., FiP }: relative frequencies for phrase g in case i
Economics Style of case i is cosine similarity to economics corpus (average
econ score of its phrases):

zi =

Fi · E
kFi k kE k

Score judges by their use of economics language:

Methodology

Residualize zi on circuit-year fixed effects to control for case portfolio
Jj : set of nj cases authored by judge j. Economics Style of judge j is:

Zjt =

1
nj

∑ zi

i∈Jj
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Empirical Approach
The coefficient γ gives the causal effect of judge-assignment
case i, judge j, court c, year t

randomization check

Yijct = αct + γZijt + Xj0 β + εijct
Outcome Yijct measured four ways:
(1) 1 = conservative vote, −1 = liberal vote (Songer-Auburn 5%, hand-labeled)
(2) Voting against government regulatory agencies (100%, machine-coded)
(3) Rejecting criminal appeals (100%, machine-coded)
from gov’t in title of case, Π vs. 4, for (2) Economics, Labor, and (3) Criminal Appeals cases

(4) Length of criminal sentence

(100%, FOIA requested to include judge identity)

Zijt , law-and-economics thinking of judge j:
Economics Style (leave-one-out mean Zijt = ∑J j
k∈J
i

zk
)
|Jij |

Economics Training (1976-1999; 2000-2009; yr-by-yr to present)
Treatment is judge; so cluster by judge; weight to treat judge-years equally

Controls
αct : court-year fixed effects Methodology
Xj : judge covariates, e.g. Republican (benchmark for Economics Training)
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k∈J
i

zk
)
|Jij |

Economics Training (1976-1999; 2000-2009; yr-by-yr to present)
Treatment is judge; so cluster by judge; weight to treat judge-years equally

Controls
αct : court-year fixed effects Methodology
Xj : judge covariates, e.g. Republican (benchmark for Economics Training)

Empirical Approach
The coefficient γ gives the causal effect of judge-assignment
case i, judge j, court c, year t

randomization check

Yijct = αct + γZijt + Xj0 β + εijct
Outcome Yijct measured four ways:
(1) 1 = conservative vote, −1 = liberal vote (Songer-Auburn 5%, hand-labeled)
(2) Voting against government regulatory agencies (100%, machine-coded)
(3) Rejecting criminal appeals (100%, machine-coded)
from gov’t in title of case, Π vs. 4, for (2) Economics, Labor, and (3) Criminal Appeals cases

(4) Length of criminal sentence

(100%, FOIA requested to include judge identity)

Zijt , law-and-economics thinking of judge j:
Economics Style (leave-one-out mean Zijt = ∑J j
k∈J
i
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)
|Jij |

Economics Training (1976-1999; 2000-2009; yr-by-yr to present)
Treatment is judge; so cluster by judge; weight to treat judge-years equally

Controls
αct : court-year fixed effects Methodology
Xj : judge covariates, e.g. Republican (benchmark for Economics Training)

Empirical Approach
The coefficient γ gives the causal effect of judge-assignment
case i, judge j, court c, year t

randomization check

Yijct = αct + γZijt + Xj0 β + εijct
Outcome Yijct measured four ways:
(1) 1 = conservative vote, −1 = liberal vote (Songer-Auburn 5%, hand-labeled)
(2) Voting against government regulatory agencies (100%, machine-coded)
(3) Rejecting criminal appeals (100%, machine-coded)
from gov’t in title of case, Π vs. 4, for (2) Economics, Labor, and (3) Criminal Appeals cases

(4) Length of criminal sentence

(100%, FOIA requested to include judge identity)

Zijt , law-and-economics thinking of judge j:
Economics Style (leave-one-out mean Zijt = ∑J j
k∈J
i

zk
)
|Jij |

Economics Training (1976-1999; 2000-2009; yr-by-yr to present)
Treatment is judge; so cluster by judge; weight to treat judge-years equally

Controls
αct : court-year fixed effects Methodology
Xj : judge covariates, e.g. Republican (benchmark for Economics Training)

Increasing Conservativism in Federal Judiciary

Use randomly assigned judges to isolate causal effect of panel 1 on panels 2 and 3

Language similarity to
law-and-economics articles

Conservative Votes
conservatism definition
Methodology

Voting for government regulation

Increasing Conservativism in Federal Judiciary

Program evaluate economics training & assess its quantitative role in historical shift
on conservatism?

0

Case Has Manne Judge
.2
.4
.6

.8

Long-Difference (Long-Run) Impact of Training

1900

1950
Year

2000

Robust to cutoffs besides 1991; measurement error biases

estimates downwards; also (Short-Run) event study.

Increasing Conservativism in Federal Judiciary

Program evaluate economics training & assess its quantitative role in historical shift
on conservatism?

0

Case Has Manne Judge
.2
.4
.6

.8

Long-Difference (Long-Run) Impact of Training

1900

1950
Year

2000

Robust to cutoffs besides 1991; measurement error biases

estimates downwards; also (Short-Run) event study.

Bartik Instrument Illustration

Use jackknife cohort IV to address selection into economics training
%Yeart votes by judges born in your decade x law school type that attended economics training
excluding your Circuit cases
Born in 1930s or 1940s

Born in 1930s or 1940s

1991

1992

Word-of-mouth mechanism for 0.78 (p < 0.001) Circuit correlation (0.92, p < 0.001, District)

Placebo Period
Some placebo analyses rely on pre-1976 period, where we focus on
votes and verdicts (avoids endogeneity of authorship)

Methodology

lay words like “efficient” and “deterrence” (already present in 1960s)
Avoids issue of scarce economics terminology pre-1976, when checking pre-Manne diffs

Word Frequency in State Court Opinions

Word Frequency in Google Books

Judge Randomization

Interviews of courts and orthogonality checks of observables
(1) 2-3 weeks before oral argument, computer:
randomly assigns available judges including visiting judges
ensures judges are not sitting together repeatedly
senior judges reduced frequency entered into the program
(2) randomly assign panels on yearly basis, then randomly assign cases
judges can occasionally recuse
panel sees case again on remand
exceptions for specialized cases like death penalty

Omnibus test: how similar string of panel assignments is to random strings
Not accounting for vacation, sick leave, senior status, en banc, remand, and
recusal can lead to the inference that judges are not randomly assigned.
We assume these deviations from randomness are Rubin-ignorable.

Judge Randomization Check

Economics Case

Econ Training

N
adj. R-sq
Circuit-Year FE

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.00788

-0.000716

-0.00512

0.00540

(0.00807)

(0.00454)

(0.00893)

(0.00416)

123519

115561

500266

389105

0.115

0.024

0.112

0.023

Y

Y

Y

Y

Sample

Author

Author

On Panel

On Panel

Sample

Year < 1976

Year > 1991

Year < 1976

Year > 1991

Omnibus check: No endogenous settlement or selection of cases.

Stylized Facts

Conservative Vote

Table: Distribution of Ideology
Liberal and Conservative Votes
Vote Valence

Party Membership

Freq.

Percent

17,529

33.74

Democrat

Neutral/Other

8,355

16.08

Other

38,486

3.33

Conservative

26,076

50.18

Republican

602,836

52.12

Total

51,960

100.00

Total

1,156,740

100.00

Liberal

Party of Appointment

Hand-labeled vote valence for a random 5% sample by Songer-Auburn.

Freq.

Percent

515,418

44.56

Stylized Facts

0.7 correlation between conservative vote and ruling against regulatory agency in economics cases.
rejecting defendant in a criminal procedure case,
rejecting plaintiff asserting violation of First Amendment rights
rejecting Secretary of Labor who sues a corporation for violation of child labor regulations

Summary Correlations

Republican
(1)
Economics Style

(2)

(0.0191)

(0.0146)
Economics Training

(3)
0.0563**

0.0367*

0.140**

0.191**

(0.0382)

(0.0602)

N

923866

410309

380085

adj. R-sq

0.137

0.082

0.099

Economics Training
correlated with Economics
Style
0.2 Correlation between Economics Training and Republican Party
Highlights

Benchmark Effect of Economics (vs. Republican)

Ruling Against Regulatory Agency

Econ Style

(1)

(2)

0.00554**

0.00533**

(0.00245)

(0.00243)

Econ Training

Republican

Rejecting Criminal Appeal

(3)

(4)

0.0364*

0.0425**

(0.0208)

(0.0212)

(5)

(6)

0.00250*

0.00222*

(0.00132)

(0.00132)

(7)

(8)

0.0199**

0.0220***

(0.00774)

(0.00781)

-0.00752

-0.0333

-0.00963***

-0.0164***

(0.00750)

(0.0208)

(0.00333)

(0.00630)

N

53977

53977

12320

12320

194070

194070

97824

97824

adj. R-sq

0.100

0.100

0.173

0.173

0.239

0.239

0.043

0.043

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

All

All

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Sample

All

All

Post 1991

Y
Post 1991

Benchmark Effect of Economics (vs. Republican)

Economics Trained Judges vote against regulation

and reject criminal appeals.

Binscatter: Probability vs. economics training, residualized on circuit-year fixed effects and Republican indicator
Highlights

Benchmark Effect of Economics (vs. Republican)

Economics Trained Judges vote against environmental

but for immigration enforcement (← cost benefit).

Binscatter: Probability vs. economics training, residualized on circuit-year fixed effects and Republican indicator
Highlights

Impact of Economics Judges on Economics Cases
Table: Distribution of Case Topics
Songer Topic

Freq.

Percent

Economics

332,553

29.69

Due Process

259,845

23.20

Criminal Appeal

250,281

Miscellaneous
Civil Rights
Labor
First Amendment
Privacy
Total

Detailed Topic (partial list)

Freq.

Percent

Criminal Law

246,012

22.27

Civil Procedure

194,391

17.6

22.34

Administrative Law

51,900

4.7

149,322

13.33

Tax & Accounting

46,404

4.2

67,350

6.01

Bankruptcy Law

40,773

3.69

54,681

4.88

Constitutional Law

34,575

3.13

5,268

0.47

Habeas Corpus

33,429

3.03

927

0.08

Contracts

32,700

2.96

1,120,227

100.0

.. and 86 additional topics

Hand-labeled for 5% random sample by Songer-Auburn and for 100% and then aggregated to Songer topics.
We might expect stronger effects for economics rather than non-economics cases.
Non-economics can include social issues like abortion or drug policy
The effect of economic thinking could be libertarian
Libertarian would be coded as American “liberal” (by Songer-Auburn)

Highlights

Impact of Economics Judges on Economics Cases

Impact of Economics Style on Conservative Vote

.05
-.1

-.05

0

.05
0
-.05
-.1

Conservative Vote

.1

Non-Economics Case

.1

Economics Case

-2

-1

0

1

2

-2

-1

0

1

2

Economics Style

In Economics Cases, Economics Style Judges render Conservative Votes (normalized).

Impact of Economics Judges on Economics Cases
Conservative Vote (+1/0/-1)
(1)
Econ Style

(2)

Conservative Vote (+1/0/-1)

-0.0116

-0.0120

-0.0125

(0.0102)

(0.0103)

(0.0111)

-0.229***

-0.241***

-0.243***

(0.0138)

(0.0171)

(0.0167)

Econ Style *

0.0609***

0.0600***

0.0636***

Econ Case

(0.0141)

(0.0140)

N

48195

48195

adj. R-sq

0.089

0.089

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Control

N

Sample

All

Econ Case

(4)

(3)
Republican

(5)

(6)

0.00622

0.0113

0.00660

(0.0234)

(0.0147)

(0.0273)

-0.262***

-0.241***

-0.274***

(0.0236)

(0.0171)

(0.0276)

Republican *

0.0678*

0.0254

0.0806*

(0.0148)

Econ Case

(0.0370)

(0.0259)

(0.0434)

33901

N

52215

48195

37921

0.100

adj. R-sq

0.123

0.089

0.138

Y

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Repub

N

Control

N

Econ Style

N

All

Non-Author

Sample

All

All

Non-Author

Econ Case

Holds controlling for Republican and examining Non-Authors

Highlights

Impact of Economics Judges on Economics Cases

Impact of Economics Training on Economics Cases

.1
-.2

-.1

0

.1
0
-.1
-.2

Conservative Vote

.2

Before 1976

.2

After 1991

-.5

0

.5

1

-.5

0

.5

1

Economics Training

After attendance, Economics Trained Judges render Conservative Votes (normalized).

Impact of Economics Judges on Economics Cases
Conservative Vote (+1/0/-1)

Econ Training * Econ Case

(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.129

0.257***

0.000178

(0.126)

(0.0977)

(0.0581)

Econ Training * Econ Case *

0.207**

Post 1991

(0.103)

Econ Training * Econ Case *
Post

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.625***

0.708***

0.427*

(0.160)

(0.169)

(0.226)

N

29153

9639

52215

52215

26202

25975

adj. R-sq

0.146

0.106

0.271

0.302

0.355

0.320

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Control

N

N

N

N

N

N

Judge FE

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Sample

Year < 1976

Year > 1991

All

All

Rep

Dem

Holds with fully interacted Republican and Judge trends. Rows omitted (but not regressors).

Impact of Economics Judges on Economics Cases (Bartik)
Conservative Vote (+1/0/-1)

Econ Case

(1)

(2)

-0.254***

-0.283***

(0.0177)

(0.0199)

Post-Manne

-0.0773

-0.557**

(0.0638)

(0.236)

Econ Case *

0.240***

0.624***

Post-Manne

(0.0667)

(0.157)

N

51868

51868

adj. R-sq

0.2467

0.247

Bartik

N

reduced form

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Judge FE

Y

Y

Sample

All

All

Bartik (leave-judge-out) is constructed from current year X decade of birth cohort

Highlights

Impact of Economics Judges on Environment/Labor

Residuals from regression of vote-against-government on circuit-year FEs, judge FEs, and party-year FEs, plotted by
years before and after Manne attendance. Spikes give 90% confidence intervals. Alleviates selection concern.

Impact of Economics Judges on Environment/Labor

Voting Against Environmental or Labor Agency
(1)

(2)

(3)

0.0555**

0.0548*

0.0889**

(0.0278)

(0.0280)

(0.0414)

N

19957

19957

19957

adj. R-sq

0.312

0.317

0.327

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Judge FE

Y

Y

Y

Party-Year FE

N

Y

Y

Manne-Year FE

N

N

Y

1970-1999

1970-1999

1970-1999

Post-Manne

Sample

Impact of Economics Judges on Economics Cases (Heyday)
Conservative Vote (+1/0/-1)

Econ Case

Post-Manne

(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.244***

-0.243***

-0.246***

(0.0317)

(0.0311)

(0.0310)

-0.0795

-0.0781

-0.0758
(0.0869)

(0.0642)

(0.0616)

Econ Case *

0.180**

0.178**

0.172**

Post-Manne

(0.0715)

(0.0698)

(0.0698)

N

25768

25768

25768

adj. R-sq

0.224

0.228

0.232

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Judge FE

Y

Y

Y

Party-Year FE

N

Y

Y

Manne-Year FE

N

N

Y

1970-1999

1970-1999

1970-1999

Sample

Also holds when instrumenting for Manne attendance using judge birth cohorts.

Impact of Economics Judges, Magnitudes

From 1976-2002, a rise of 0.2-0.3 likelihood to vote conservative, then Manne 0.2x0.4
accounts for 28-42% of rise.
0.3

Only accounts for own attendance; if peers and precedent affect non-Manne ⇒ true Manne impact may be larger.
Highlights

Impact of Economics Judges on Regulation Cases

Impact of Econ Training on Favoring Environment Enforcement

0

.5

1

-.5

0

.5

1

Economics Training

After attendance, Economics Trained Judges reject
environmental enforcement (normalized)

.15
.1
-.1

-.05

0

.05

.1
.05
0
-.1

-.05

Favoring Immigration Enforcement

.1
.05
-.05
-.1
-.15

-.5

Before 1976

.15

After 1991

0

.05
0
-.05
-.1
-.15

Favoring Environmental Enforcement

Impact of Econ Training on Favoring Immigration Enforcement

Before 1976

.1

After 1991

-.5

0

.5

1

-.5

0

.5

1

Economics Training

but support immigration enforcement (normalized).
Note: both switch in direction.

Highlights

Impact of Economics Judges on Regulation Cases

Impact of Economics Training on Use of 'Efficient'

.15
.05

.1

.15
.1
.05

Using 'Efficient'

.2

Before 1976

.2

After 1991

-.5

0

.5

1

-.5

0

.5

1

Economics Training

After attendance, Economics Trained Judges increase use
of “efficient” when authoring regulatory case opinions.

Impact of Economics Judges on Regulation Cases

# Uses of “Efficient”

Econ Training

(1)

(2)

-0.00407

0.0494***

(3)

(0.00455)

(0.0188)

Econ Training *

0.0495*

Post 1991

(0.0272)

N

45752

11372

72005

adj. R-sq

0.125

0.148

0.261

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Control

N

N

N

Judge FE

N

N

Y

Sample

Year < 1976

Year > 1991

All

Similar with Republican control.

Highlights

Identification of Learning & Memetic Effects

The coefficient γ gives the causal effect of judge-assignment
case i, judge j, court c, year t

Fijct = αct + γZijct + Xj0 β + εijct
Zijct , law-and-economics exposure:
γ1 · Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case of this Judge
Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case in this Circuit
γ2 · Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case of Judge on Topic
Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case of Circuit on Topic
Separately identify the impact within topic (γ2 ) vs. across topic (γ1 )

Active v. Passive Persuasion
Impacts of Peer Training

(Was previous case divided? p̂(citation, reversal, dissent))

Identification of Learning & Memetic Effects

The coefficient γ gives the causal effect of judge-assignment
case i, judge j, court c, year t

Fijct = αct + γZijct + Xj0 β + εijct
Zijct , law-and-economics exposure:
γ1 · Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case of this Judge
Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case in this Circuit
γ2 · Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case of Judge on Topic
Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case of Circuit on Topic
Separately identify the impact within topic (γ2 ) vs. across topic (γ1 )

Active v. Passive Persuasion
Impacts of Peer Training

(Was previous case divided? p̂(citation, reversal, dissent))

Identification of Learning & Memetic Effects

The coefficient γ gives the causal effect of judge-assignment
case i, judge j, court c, year t

Fijct = αct + γZijct + Xj0 β + εijct
Zijct , law-and-economics exposure:
γ1 · Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case of this Judge
Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case in this Circuit
γ2 · Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case of Judge on Topic
Presence of Economics Training on the Previous Case of Circuit on Topic
Separately identify the impact within topic (γ2 ) vs. across topic (γ1 )

Active v. Passive Persuasion
Impacts of Peer Training

(Was previous case divided? p̂(citation, reversal, dissent))

Identifying Memetic Economic Phrases, All Cases
# Uses of “Deterrence”
Econ Training on

(1)

Next Case

-0.00412

(2)

(3)

(4)

(0.00730)
This Case

0.0161**
(0.00683)

Previous Case

0.0127*
(0.00692)

Two Cases Ago

0.0120*
(0.00678)

N

353981

355504

354695

353928

adj. R-sq

0.009

0.010

0.010

0.010

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Circuit Order

Y

Y

Y

Y

Sample

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Order within

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Cluster

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Identifying Memetic Economic Phrases, All Cases

# Uses of “Deterrence” on [N] cases later
Econ Training on

[N] = (-1)

(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.00412

0.0161**

0.0127*

0.0120*

0.0142**

0.0156**

(0.00730)

(0.00683)

(0.00692)

(0.00678)

(0.00647)

(0.00625)

N

353981

355504

354695

353928

353192

352477

adj. R-sq

0.009

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.010

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

[N] cases later

Circuit Order

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Sample

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Order within

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Cluster

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

4 cases later = 43 days later on average

Impacts of Peer Training

Identifying Memetic Economic Phrases, All Cases
9: externalit*, transaction_costs, efficien*, deterr*, cost_benefit, capital, game_theo, chicago_school, marketplace
Impacts of Peer Training

Ellickson Average
Econ Training on

(1)

Next Case

-0.000957

Next Case

-0.000231

Same Topic

(0.00192)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(0.00231)

This Case

0.00585**
(0.00271)

Previous Case

0.00379*
(0.00212)

Previous Case

0.00385*

Same Topic

(0.00223)

Two Cases Ago

-0.000710

Two Cases Ago

0.00689**

Same Topic

(0.00272)

(0.00303)

Transmission from Regulatory to Criminal Cases

Current Case is Criminal, Previous [N] Case is Regulation

# Uses of “Deterrence” on [N] cases later
Econ Training on
[N] cases later

[N] = (-1)

(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.0145

-

0.122**

0.0340*

-0.0234

0.0245

(0.0179)

-

(0.0580)

(0.0189)

(0.0259)

(0.0178)

N

17314

-

17238

17714

17658

17723

adj. R-sq

0.066

-

0.180

0.141

0.077

0.111

Circuit-Year FE

Y

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Circuit Order

Y

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Sample

Year > 1991

-

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Order within

Judge

-

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Cluster

Judge

-

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Transmission from Regulatory to Criminal Cases

Current Case is Criminal, Previous [N] Case is Regulation

Ellickson Average on [N] cases later
Econ Training on
[N] cases later

[N] = (-1)

(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.0119

-

0.0304***

-0.00639

0.0180*

0.0253**

(0.0114)

-

(0.0103)

(0.0146)

(0.00951)

(0.0117)

N

17314

-

17238

17714

17658

17723

adj. R-sq

0.035

-

0.314

0.119

0.078

0.209

Circuit-Year FE

Y

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Circuit Order

Y

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Sample

Year > 1991

-

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Order within

Judge

-

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Cluster

Judge

-

Judge

Judge

Judge

Judge

Non-Transmission from Criminal to Regulatory Cases

Current Case is Regulation, Previous [N] Case is Criminal

# Uses of “Deterrence” on [N] cases later
Econ Training on
[N] cases later

[N] = (-1)

(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.0172

-

0.0114

0.00765

0.00637

-0.00926

(0.0169)

-

(0.0216)

(0.0172)

(0.0126)

(0.0124)

N

17176

-

17355

17552

17731

17636

adj. R-sq

0.097

-

0.065

0.208

0.035

0.046

Circuit-Year FE

Y

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Circuit Order

Y

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Sample

Year > 1991

-

Year > 1991

Year > 1991

Year > 1991
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Impacts of Peer Training

Impact of Economics Judges, Criminal Cases

Federal courts handle the most serious criminal cases (8% of US prison population).

Sentencing Guidelines in District Courts

Sentencing Guidelines in District Courts

Impacts on Criminal Cases

Impact of Economics Judges on Criminal Appeals

Impact of Economics Training on Rejecting Criminal Appeals
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After attendance, Economics Trained Judges increase

and increase use of “deterrence” when authoring criminal
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case opinions.

True impact may be larger if there are peer effects.

Impacts on Criminal Cases

Impact of Peer Econ Judges on Criminal Appeals Verdicts

Impact of Economics Training on Criminal Appeals Verdicts
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After attendance, Economics Training of Non-Authors increases Rejection of Criminal Appeals.

Impact of Peer Econ Judges on Criminal Case Reasoning
Impact of Peer Economics Training on Use of 'Deterrance'
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Previous judge case (median) 9 days ago; previous circuit case (median) 2 days ago. Exclude same day cases.
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Economics Trained Judges render more severe sentences in District Courts.
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Impacts on Criminal Cases

Impact of Economics Judges, Pre and Post Booker
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Only after allowing judicial discretion, Economics Trained Judges increase sentencing severity in District Courts.
In U.S. v. Booker (Jan 12, 2005) the Supreme Court declared existing guidelines violated Constitution.
Booker motivated by judges’ desire to depart below guidelines, which seems to be a long-term trend.
Booker ↑ variance (Yang 2014); Republicans 13% harsher for 5 yrs (Cohen and Yang AEJ 2017, using all data)
Results hold with fully interacted Republican (as w/ Circuit), but are persistent. Note: could be non-econ effect.

Impact of Economics Judges, Pre and Post Booker
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To benchmark, blacks receive almost 10% longer sentences than comparable white defendants arrested for the same
crimes (Rehavi and Starr JPE 2014).

Impacts on Criminal Cases

Impact of Economics Judges, by Crime Type
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Milton Friedman for legalizing drugs (against victimless crimes). Immigration severity consistent with Circuit results.
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Impacts on Criminal Cases

Judge Randomization Check
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Omnibus check: No endogenous settlement or selection of cases.

Impacts on Criminal Cases

Impact of Economics Judges on Racial Gaps, Pre Booker
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Economics Trained Judges harsher to minorities

Impact of Economics Judges on Gender Gaps, Pre Booker
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Economics Trained Judges more lenient to females

Impacts on Criminal Cases

Citations and Dissent (Legal and Normative Innovation)

Impact of Economics Training on Citations

Impact of Economics Training on Dissent
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Dissents as contribution to legal innovation and self-expression

General Equilibrium Effects
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Implicit Attitudes

The text of the opinions provide a window into rich representations of
legal/political institutions, as we well as human social psychology.
Caliskan, Bryson, and Narayanan (Science 2017) show that implicit
gender and racial biases are embedded in human language.
We ask whether this implicit language bias varies across judges.

Implicit Attitudes

The text of the opinions provide a window into rich representations of
legal/political institutions, as we well as human social psychology.
Caliskan, Bryson, and Narayanan (Science 2017) show that implicit
gender and racial biases are embedded in human language.
We ask whether this implicit language bias varies across judges.

Word Embedding Association Test
Sentiment Attribute Words
joy, love, peace, wonderful,

agony, terrible, horrible, nasty,

pleasure, friend, laughter, happy

evil, war, awful, failure

Implicit Sexism Target Words
male, man, boy, brother,

female, woman, girl, sister,

he, him, his, son

she, her, hers, daughter

Implicit Racism Target Words
european, white, caucasian

black, african, negro

Compute “Assocation” as the average word-vector similarities between a group of
target words and a group of attribute words.
Male-Pleasant Association
Female-Pleasant Association
Implicit Sexism =
/
Male-Unpleasant Association Female-Unleasant Association
Implicit Racism =

White-Pleasant Association
Black-Pleasant Association
/
White-Unpleasant Association Black-Unleasant Association

We compute judge WEAT scotes by training a Word2Vec model separately by judge
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Both the words and the IAT work at an unconscious level, in contrast to the decisions which are more conscious.

Trump nominees have high race and gender, but not
government, bias

Judicial leniency on defendant birthdays
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“Perceptibility the policy pendulum is swinging toward rationality and
intellect and away from magic and emotion.” (Manne 1980, LEC annual report)
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Data and institutional setting
Empirical strategy
Results
Mechanism

Judges’ experience and training
Is the leniency on birthday dependent on judges’ characteristics ?
Judicial experience does not mute the birthday norm...
but economics does (measured in their writing in civil cases).

Tenure >median
Bday

-0.16
(0.098)

Bday

-0.24***
(0.065)

Bday

-0.13***
(0.025)
0.18***
82,194

Cst
Obs

Day component, excluding 12 months sentences
Tenure < median
Use econ related words
Don’t use econ related words
Panel A : control placebo and week
-0.030
-0.042
-0.15*
(0.073)
(0.091)
(0.084)
Panel B : control week
-0.063
-0.067
-0.22***
(0.065)
(0.076)
(0.054)
Panel C : control placebo
-0.11*
-0.043
-0.19***
(0.057)
(0.065)
(0.0086)
0.17***
0.14***
0.20***
88,578
84,089
83,315

Daniel Chen, Arnaud Philippe

Judicial leniency on birthdays

General Equilibrium Effects

Active or Passive Persuasion?
Uniform panel (DDD or RRR) as proxy for passive persuasion
Impact of Peer Economics Training on Use of 'Deterrance'

Impact of Peer Economics Training on Use of 'Deterrance'
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Transmission seems generalized, somewhat greater when panel is unified.
Leeper et al (1979) reports evidence that people are more likely to be influenced by someone whose opinion is close
to theirs, and they often reject opinions which are very far from their own.

General Equilibrium Effects

How to Examine General Equilibrium Effects?

Precedent?
Paradigm shifts?

Constructing Memes

Legal terminology
A: Adjective, N: Noun, V: Verb, P: Preposition, D: Determinant, C: Conjunction.
2-grams: AN, NN, VN, VV, NV, VP.
3-grams: NNN, AAN, ANN, NAN, NPN, VAN, VNN, AVN, VVN, VPN, ANV, NVV,
VDN, VVV, NNV, VVP, VAV, VVN, NCN, VCV, ACA, PAN.
4-grams: NCVN, ANNN, NNNN, NPNN, AANN, ANNN, ANPN, NNPN, NPAN,
ACAN, NCNN, NNCN, ANCN, NCAN, PDAN, PNPN, VDNN, VDAN, VVDN.
350,000 N-grams

Phrase that propagates along the citation/seating graph
Citation meme that propagates along the citation/seating graph

Scoring Memetic Phrases

dm→m = # of cases with m, and cite ≥ 1 case with m
d→m = # of cases which cite ≥ 1 case with m
dm→
m = # of cases with m, and do not cite any other case with m
d→
m = # of cases which do not cite any other case with m
δ is a noise factor to account for non-citing cases
meme
The overall meme score of a phrase is: Sm = Nhas
Ntotal × Pm

Scoring Memetic Phrases
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d→m = # of cases which cite ≥ 1 case with m
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m = # of cases which do not cite any other case with m
δ is a noise factor to account for non-citing cases
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The overall meme score of a phrase is: Sm = Nhas
Ntotal × Pm

Scoring Memetic Phrases

dm→m = # of cases with m, and cite ≥ 1 case with m
d→m = # of cases which cite ≥ 1 case with m
dm→
m = # of cases with m, and do not cite any other case with m
d→
m = # of cases which do not cite any other case with m
δ is a noise factor to account for non-citing cases
meme
The overall meme score of a phrase is: Sm = Nhas
Ntotal × Pm

Memetic Phrases

Maritime Law: salvage services, Atlantic coast, citizens of different states, insurance effected, taken in tow, schooner
was, contract of affreightment, mere transient or sojourner; Fourteenth Amendment one of the most litigated parts of
Constitution, basis for Brown v. Board of Education (1954) [racial segregation], Roe v. Wade (1973) [abortion],
Bush v. Gore (2000) [2000 election], and Obergefell v. Hodges (2015) [same-sex marriage].
General Equilibrium Effects

Mitosis of Ideology

Unique setting of DDD, DDR, DRR, RRR (uniformity, majority, minority)
Repeated random assignment to teams
New evidence of
Integration: 99KDDR
Assimilation: 99KDRR
Dis-assimilation: DL99RR
Radicalization: DL99DR
Other-ing: DDL99R
Egotism: DL99DD
D is the treated individual

Sources of Normativity
Did seeing small differences lead to adoption of legal innovation?
“as a result of what I have learned at these seminars, I have become a much better judge”

(Judge

Alaimo, U.S.D.C. Southern Georgia)

concavity in self-image renders superstar effect

(Benabou and Tirole 2011)

small deviations from moral ideal are costly; “What the hell”
ego rents and judicial fact discretion
narcissism of small differences

(Ariely 2012)

(Gennaioli and Shleifer 2008)

(Freud 1917)

preferences for belief consonance

(Golman et al 2016)

social identity lies in difference; difference is asserted against what is closest
Dissents as Self-Expression

and Peer Pressure
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average dissent rate is 2.1%
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General Equilibrium Effects

The Effect of Being Minority
(1) Dis-assimilation from majority (DL99RR); conformity to own group (99KDDD)
No significant effect of being minority in other situations of group diversity
Dissent Vote
(1)

(2)

(3)

Xp ≤ 10 y

Xp > 10 y

-0.0146***

-0.0147***

-0.0149***

-0.0158***

-0.0143***

(0.00125)

(0.00116)

(0.00128)

(0.00157)

(0.00195)

-0.0145***

-0.0153***

-0.0148***

-0.0168***

-0.0130***

(0.00130)

(0.00120)

(0.00134)

(0.00164)

(0.00200)

Majority (e.g., DDR)

-0.000417

-0.000797

-0.000401

0.00126

-0.000476

* % Minority in Last Quarter

(0.00155)

(0.00117)

(0.00160)

(0.00256)

(0.00230)

Minority (e.g., DRR)

0.00156

-0.00152

0.00158

-0.000250

0.00487

Majority (e.g., DDR)

Unified (e.g., DDD)

* % Minority in Last Quarter

(0.00221)

(0.00167)

(0.00227)

(0.00320)

(0.00343)

(1) Unified (e.g., DDD)

-0.00843***

-0.00807***

-0.00830***

-0.00530

-0.0101***

* % Minority in Last Quarter

(0.00216)

(0.00195)

(0.00223)

(0.00348)

(0.00330)

N

1109611

1109611

1060203

588120

438050

adj. R-sq

0.020

0.020

0.021

0.025

0.034

Circuit-Year Quarter-Party FE

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Judge FE

No

Yes

No

No

No

The Effect of Being Majority
(2) Radicalization to dissent (DL99DR)
(3) Conformity to own group (99KDDD)
No significant effect of being majority in next experience as minority
Dissent Vote
(1)

(2)

(3)

Xp ≤ 10 y

Xp > 10 y

-0.0202***

-0.0169***

-0.0205***

-0.0177***

-0.0230***

(0.00177)

(0.00147)

(0.00182)

(0.00238)

(0.00271)

Unified (e.g., DDD)

-0.0160***

-0.0148***

-0.0163***

-0.0167***

-0.0161***

(0.00182)

(0.00141)

(0.00186)

(0.00251)

(0.00308)

(2) Majority (e.g., DDR)

0.00512***

0.00426***

0.00508***

0.00363*

0.00533**

* % Majority in Last Quarter

(0.00146)

(0.00110)

(0.00151)

(0.00212)

(0.00264)

Minority (e.g., DRR)

-0.00327

0.000565

-0.00329

-0.000364

-0.00517

* % Majority in Last Quarter

(0.00288)

(0.00223)

(0.00295)

(0.00409)

(0.00487)

Majority (e.g., DDR)

(3) Unified (e.g., DDD)

-0.00606***

-0.00339**

-0.00639***

-0.00281

-0.00951***

* % Majority in Last Quarter

(0.00176)

(0.00138)

(0.00184)

(0.00238)

(0.00329)

N

1109611

1109611

1060203

588120

438050

adj. R-sq

0.020

0.020

0.021

0.025

0.034

Circuit-Year Quarter-Party FE

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

The Effect of Uniformity
(4) Other-ing a minority (DDL99R)
(5) Egotism amid uniformity (DL99DD)
No significant effect of uniformity in next experience as minority
Dissent Vote
(1)

(2)

(3)

Xp ≤ 10 y

Xp > 10 y

-0.0141***

-0.0128***

-0.0144***

-0.0138***

-0.0157***

(0.000989)

(0.000870)

(0.00102)

(0.00132)

(0.00142)

Unified (e.g., DDD)

-0.0194***

-0.0177***

-0.0197***

-0.0180***

-0.0220***

(0.00120)

(0.00108)

(0.00124)

(0.00159)

(0.00183)

(4) Majority (e.g., DDR)

-0.00473***

-0.00399***

-0.00466***

-0.00384*

-0.00645***

* % Unified in Last Quarter

(0.00144)

(0.00110)

(0.00149)

(0.00213)

(0.00241)

Minority (e.g., DRR)

0.000983

0.00393

0.00112

0.00427

-0.00397

* % Unified in Last Quarter

(0.00285)

(0.00260)

(0.00293)

(0.00439)

(0.00431)

Majority (e.g., DDR)

(5) Unified (e.g., DDD)

0.00675***

0.00519***

0.00690***

0.00281

0.0103***

* % Unified in Last Quarter

(0.00141)

(0.00112)

(0.00145)

(0.00195)

(0.00244)

N

1109611

1109611

1060203

588120

438050

adj. R-sq

0.020

0.020

0.021

0.025

0.034

Circuit-Year Quarter-Party FE

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Implicit Egotism and Manne Attendance

Manne Attendance
(1)
Unified on Last Panel

0.0378***
(0.0124)

Unified on Last Panel

-0.0029

in Circuit

(0.0047)

N

354,651

adj. R-sq

0.060

Circuit-Year FE

Y

Cluster

Judge

Sample

1991-

Did seeing small differences lead to adoption of legal innovation?

General Equilibrium Effects

